
Dead Oceans: A Deep Dive into the
Independent Record Label That's Shaping the
Soundscape of Modern Music
Dead Oceans is an independent record label that has been at the forefront
of shaping the soundscape of modern music for over two decades. With a
roster of acclaimed artists from across the globe, Dead Oceans is known
for its eclectic and forward-thinking approach to music. This article will
delve into the history, philosophy, and impact of Dead Oceans, providing a
comprehensive overview of this influential record label.

History

Dead Oceans was founded in 1999 by three friends: Chris Swanson, Aaron
Lenhart, and Phil Waldorf. The trio had previously worked together at the
respected Chicago record label Drag City. Their passion for discovering
and nurturing new musical talent inspired them to start their own label,
which they named after a song by The Velvet Underground.

In its early years, Dead Oceans focused on releasing music by local
Chicago artists, such as Red Red Meat and the Sea and Cake. However,
the label quickly gained a reputation for its discerning taste and willingness
to take risks on innovative and challenging music. Over the years, Dead
Oceans has expanded its roster to include artists from around the world,
including Bon Iver, Japanese Breakfast, Mitski, DIIV, and Khruangbin.
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Philosophy

Dead Oceans is committed to artistic freedom and creative exploration. The
label gives its artists complete control over their music and encourages
them to push boundaries and experiment. Dead Oceans also values long-
term relationships with its artists, providing them with support and guidance
throughout their careers.

"We're not interested in quick hits or disposable music," says Chris
Swanson, co-founder of Dead Oceans. "We want to work with artists who
are making music that's meaningful and enduring."

Impact

Dead Oceans has had a profound impact on the independent music scene.
The label has consistently released groundbreaking and critically acclaimed
albums, helping to shape the sound of contemporary music. Artists on the
Dead Oceans roster have won numerous awards, including Grammy
Awards, BRIT Awards, and Mercurys.

In addition to its musical success, Dead Oceans has also played a
significant role in fostering a sense of community among independent
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artists. The label hosts regular events and workshops, providing
opportunities for musicians to connect with each other and share ideas.
Dead Oceans is also a vocal advocate for independent music, working to
ensure that artists have the resources and support they need to thrive.

Notable Artists

Over the years, Dead Oceans has been home to a diverse array of talented
artists, including:

Bon Iver: The Grammy Award-winning indie folk band known for their
lush and ethereal sound.

Japanese Breakfast: The solo project of Michelle Zauner, known for
her poignant and introspective indie pop.

Mitski: The Japanese-American singer-songwriter known for her raw
and emotionally charged music.

DIIV: The Brooklyn-based shoegaze band known for their dreamy and
hypnotic sound.

Khruangbin: The Texas-based instrumental trio known for their eclectic
blend of surf rock, funk, and soul.

Legacy

Dead Oceans has established itself as one of the most respected and
influential record labels in the world. The label's commitment to artistic
freedom, creative exploration, and long-term relationships has fostered the
development of some of the most groundbreaking and enduring music of
our time. As Dead Oceans continues to discover and nurture new musical



talent, its legacy as a beacon of independent music is sure to endure for
generations to come.

Dead Oceans is a record label that is truly passionate about music. The
label's unwavering commitment to artistic freedom and creative exploration
has resulted in a remarkable catalog of groundbreaking and critically
acclaimed albums. Dead Oceans is more than just a record label; it is a
community of artists and a vital part of the independent music ecosystem.
As the label continues its mission of discovering and nurturing new musical
talent, we can expect to hear even more extraordinary music from Dead
Oceans in the years to come.
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